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We present methods for tracking people in dynamic and changing environments from camera mounted
on a mobile robot. We describe processes to extract color, motion, and depth information from video and
we present methods to merge these processes to allow for reliable tracking of people. We discuss how this
merging of different measurements can aid in instances where there is motion in the scene due to large
movements by people, camera movements, lighting variations, even in the presence of skin-like colors in the
scene. We also apply the results from our tracking system for gesture recognition in the context of human-
robot interaction.
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1 Introduction
One of the goals of building intelligent and interactive machines is to make them aware of the user's presence. In
this paper we present various computer vision methodologies for building a system capable of determining the
presence of humans in a scene, tracking their locations, and recognizing their gestures in complex and dynamic
environments. We present methods for tracking users that work with a moving camera, changing backgrounds,
varying lighting conditions. These methods rely on techniques for color tracking, motion and depth estimation,
and algorithms for combining these techniques for robust tracking of users.
Our main motivation for tracking people in dynamic and changing environments is our interest in building
mobile robots that can track people and recognize their gestures and activities, and react accordingly. Unfor-
tunately, most of the scenarios in which we would like these machines to operate in are very dynamic and
unconstrained. In this paper, we present methods to combine color, motion, and depth cues for robust tracking
of users under conditions of moving cameras, changing backgrounds, varying lighting conditions. We describe
the methodologies to address these problems and obtain better tracking. The results of the tracker are applied
for gesture recognition for human-robot interaction.
Related Work. There has been much work in the area of people tracking using computer vision techniques.
Several real-time systems have been presented that work reliably under a few established conditions that do not
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Figure 1: Tracking of a person from a camera mounted on a robot. The person performs a pointing gesture
commanding the robot to fetch a ball. (a) Original image. (b) Segmented skin color image. (c) Binary motion
energy image. (d) Motion history image, (shows the direction of the motion), and (e) stereo depth image.
change over time. Color-based tracking with a static background is the basis of the widely used people-tracking
system, Pfinder [20]. Several other systems have also concentrated on similar color metrics for tracking faces in
real-time [3, 7, 22].
The increase in computational power has made it possible to further extend the tracking methods to allow
for multiple cameras [1] and combination of other visual cues like motion and stereo [6]. This has resulted in a
variety of real-time systems that have been used by thousands of people [5, 2, 10, 14] at various exhibitions.
There has also been much progress in locating people in a scene using methods to look for faces [12, 15, 18].
These methods, though much more reliable than the color-tracking methods, are computationallyquite expensive
making them somewhat infeasible for real-time systems. These methods require higher resolution images than
the color-tracking methods. Some attempts have been made to incorporate these methods with the real-time
systems to aid in initialization and registration [5].
A major issue with most of the real-time systems is that each method works under specific conditions. For
example, background subtraction and motion tracking techniques will work fine with low-resolution images,
however, will fail to extract a good resolution face image for further processing (e.g., face and expression
recognition). To address these issues, Crowley and Berard [3] present an architecture for real-time systems
where a supervisory controller selects and activates various visual processes in order to ascertain a degree of
confidence concerning observed data. Similar issues are addressed by building foveating systems as presented
by [11, 4, 17]. These systems use an active camera to focus on the location of the user after an initial process
locates the user. In this paper, we present various methods for tracking people and propose methods of combining
different processes that operate at different levels. It is these combinations of processes that allow for reliable
tracking under dynamically changing conditions.
In addition to the above mentioned methods for tracking people, there has been some recent research on
tracking people using a camera mounted on a robot. The processing required to track people from a robot
is challenging as the conditions are not fixed and require adaptive methods to deal with the changes in the
scene [19, 9].
Our work draws from parts of all the above mentioned systems to identify the presence of people in the
scene. In our work, we integrate many different modules into a working system capable of tracking people and
recognizing their gestures. We discuss these methods and the details of the various processing techniques that
we employ in the next sections.
Section 2 of the paper discusses three different low-level tracking techniques and describes how to integrate
them to obtain better tracking under various conditions. Section 4 gives an overview of the vision system on our
mobile robot. Section 3 discusses how the results from Section 2 are used and applied in the context of gesture
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recognition. Future work and conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
2 Our Approach
We are interested in studying methods for robust tracking of people in a scene using a variety of techniques,
each of which is good for certain situations. Towards this end, we first present specific techniques for low-level
tracking of people. Then we describe how these techniques can be combined in tracking people in situations
where the users are moving, the camera is moving and the scene is changing.
2.1 Tracking Techniques
Color-based Tracking. Color-based tracking using skin-color segmentation is a key step in many existing
real-time people tracking systems. Our method for skin-color segmentation is based on the work of Yang and
Waibel [22, 21] to extract an initial set of candidate faces. This segmentation technique relies on the fact that
human skin colors cluster in a small region in a normalized color space, forming a well-defined skin-color
distribution. Under certain lighting conditions, this skin-color distribution can be characterized by a multivariate










wherexi is the color vector for thei-th image pixel, whilêx and are the mean color vector and covariance
matrix of the skin color model. We have obtained sample images of human skin under various lightingconditions
to define a skin color model and the related statistics. Using this color model we apply the above color filter to
each pixel in the image and threshold the result. Median filtering is then performed on the resulting image to
remove noise. This allows us to extract candidate faces and hands that are represented as segmented blobs in an
imageIc(x; y). An example of this image is shown in Figure 1(b).
Motion Detection. In addition to developing techniques for color-based tracking, we are also studying motion
change detection in an image to determine the location of people in the scene. The motion detection process
helps locate people in cases where color-tracking methods fail due to lack of acceptable lighting or when a user
moves in front of objects that have similar colors as the skin (wooden furniture and doors cause many problems
for color-based tracking, see Figure 3 (3)). Also, tracking people without static backgrounds or with a pan-tilt-
zoom (PTZ) camera mounted on a mobile robot, (see Figure 6), requires us to develop methods that are robust
to camera movements.
To supplement color-tracking with motion detection, we employ templates like motion change detection
templates (MCT) and motion energy templates (MET). A very simple way of determining METs isimage
differencing. By subtracting pixel intensity levels from frames at timet to t+1 for an image sequenceI(x; y; t),
we generate a binary imageB(x; y; t) where 1's indicate motion and 0's indicate no motion. If we know the
time durationT for any movement then we can calculate the METI
e




B(t   i) (2)
T is an important parameter in this computation and in essence segments the sequence in time. We have
arbitrarily chosen to computeI
e
for 25 frames. This value ofT works well for the method that we use to combine
the information from different processes for tracking.
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Using METs we can compute motion history templates (MHTs),Ih(x; y; t). In MHTs pixel intensity ac-
counts for the temporal history of motion at that point and is computed as follows (x, y, omitted for clarity):
Ih(t) =
(
T B(t) = 1
max(0; Ih(t  1)  1) otherwise
(3)
The resulting template is a scalar valued image where the most recently moving pixels are brighter. Similar
templates are used by Bobick and Davis [2] for recognition of actions in scenes. We also use our templates for
recognition of gestures as discussed later. Examples of the motion energy and motion history images are shown
in Figure 1(c) and (d).
Stereo Estimation. In addition to using color and motion segmentation to aid with tracking people in an
environment, we are also using depth. Using depth information, we can estimate where the user is in the scene,
which in turn, aids with tracking. Stereo information is really useful in scenarios where the camera is also
moving in addition to the user, and there is variation in lighting. Depth information can also be used to foveate
a PTZ camera closer to the user to acquire higher resolution imagery for further analysis.
Our first stereo estimation method relies on a commercially available stereo system from SRI [8]. This
system correlates and matches on similar blocks to compute dense stereo images. We mounted this system on
a PTZ camera. The PTZ camera is used to acquire regular color imagery and the stereo system provides depth.
At present, the calibration between the stereo view and the monocular view is done manually so as to align all
the objects in the scene correctly. We have also mounted this entire camera system on our robot as shown in
Figure 6. The output from the stereo system is shown in Figure 1(e). This gray-scale depth image,Id, can be
used for tracking. However, this depth image is quite noisy and therefore is not sufficient for robust tracking of
a person, a limitation addressed in the next section.
2.2 Merging information from different processes: Conditional Dilation.
In complex and dynamic environments we need to combine different processes to yield appropriate tracking of
the users in the scene. We have discussed processes of color tracking, motion measurement, and depth estimation
to yield color segmentationIc, image motionIe, and depth imageId. The next step is to merge the different
processes. A simple and obvious operation is the logical AND operator at each location in the image. The AND
operation, however, will not represent moving objects very well. The reason for this is thatIc is the upper bound
on the region in which the moving skin-color objects can be contained. On the other hand, processes yieldingIe
andId represent the lower bound on possible regions where the moving object can move to. The AND operator
yields the minimum area of the two processes and therefore when the motion is small, the resulting image will
not carry any information about the moving objects.
As opposed to just combining the information from the two processes, we segment moving skin-color objects
Ic by using information from eitherId or Ie. The motion and depth processes serve as constraint regions on the
segmentation of the color objects as the move. To achieve this type of segmentation, we useconditional dilation.
Using this concept we define thatif the moving skin-color objects can not occupy certain parts of an image due
to color and motion constraints,thendilations of such objects must not intrude into the violated area. This is
mathematically expressed as follows:
Let I = Ie\Ic be the image constructed by intersecting motion energy and skin color matching images, and
letSe be the structuring element to be used in the dilation (We use a 3x3, origin centered full kernel as theSe),
Inew = (I  Se) \ Ic: (4)
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Figure 2:Using conditional dilation to combine two measurements. The resulting images show location of the
head and the two hands. (A) Color and motion energy combined. (B) Color and stereo depth map combined.
These are very similar in this instance. This similarity vanishes when the camera and subject both move as
shown by later examples.
Here Inew is the new segmented image ofI and it can only be the same or better thanI since it is bounded
by Ic. I is computed iteratively to obtain a better regions of moving color objects. This merging process ideally
continues untilInew = I to get the maximum area of such objects. Performing these merging steps can be
computationally expensive, but in our experiments, we have found that 4 to 5 iterations are sufficient and yield
good results. The number of these iterations increases if we decrease the number of frames that we compute the
motion energy over (Equation 2).
In the above formulation, we useIe to define the lower bound.Id can also be used as a lower bound in the
cases where the camera motion is large in the same manner asIe is used in the following formulation.
In case of a moving camera the segmented regions of motions inIe are large and the resulting regions of
movement are larger or equivalent toIc. When a PTZ camera is tracking a person and when the person is moving
slowly, the camera moves only when the person is moving and stops when and if it relocates the human again.
This results in a lot of motion energy than in the case when the camera is still. Under these conditions, the
conditional dilation ofIc andIe still works, especially if the tracking of the PTZ reaquires the person beforeT
frames.
However, combination ofIc andIe fails when the camera is moving fast and the PTZ camera fails to keep
the person in the center. In this case, the depth imageId from the stereo system is combined with the skin color
imageIc using conditional dilation. The stereo depth image alone is not sufficient because it is noisy and blobs
close to each other tend to be merged into onei.e., the hands and the body of the person appear as one blob.
Figure 2 shows the result of conditional dilation of the above two types for the images in Figure 1. Figure 3
shows results of conditional dilation on the color and motion processes (row 1), how this method works even
when there is skin color in the background (row 2), how it fails when there is camera motion (row 3) and how
a stereo depth image can be used by dilating with the color process to achieve reliable tracking for images from
row 3 (row 4).
3 Gesture Recognition
Once we have found the position of the person in the scene we can try to recognize some of his gestures or
activities (see section 4 for details on how the initialization of the vision system is done). We were especially
interested in applying this for a human-robot interaction where the human will perform a gesture and the robot
will react accordingly. We are using two different methods for gesture recogniti n.
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Figure 3:Tracking a face using color, motion, and stereo processes. Row 1 shows a simple case of combining
color and motion processes, Row 2 shows a case when there is a skin color in the background (a door), Row 3
shows an instance where conditional dilation of color and motion fails as the camera moves, and Row 4 shows
that conditional dilation of color and depth processes succeeds in this instance. (A) Shows the original image,
(B) shows motion difference between 2 frames, (C) shows the output of the color process, (D) shows the binary
motion image, note the image in row 3. (E) shows the segmented/tracked region. In row 4, (C) is a grey-level
depth image and (D) is the thresholded depth image.
profiles [2] and train an artificial neural network (NN) to distinguish between these profiles.1 The NN is trained
off-line, however, the recognition is performed in real time (see Figure 4 for 3 of the 6 gestures that were trained
for, each gesture had 15 instances).
In order for this technique to work, the motion energy profiles of the different gestures should be distinct
enough. Also the directions of the gestures can not be obtained using motion energy profiles alone. We have
tried using motion history profiles instead, but this requires a lot more training data to accommodate for the
variations in the speed with which each gesture is performed.
For our second method, we use the centroids of the three blobs (head, left, and right hand) to form six
dimensional vectors for each frame for the duration of the gesture. This was done 15 times for each gesture
(10 used for training and 5 for recognition) and a hidden Markov model (HMM) [13, 16] based recognizer was
trained on the ten instances. Recognition was achieved by matching to a corresponding HMM that produced the
1The images were reduced in size before the NN was trained to reduce complexity.
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Figure 4:3 examples of motion energy profiles used for training NN used for gesture recognition.
Figure 5: 3 frames captured during the beginning, middle, and end of a pointing gesture used for training an
HMM recognizer.
best score.
We trained six HMM's and out of the 30 tests sequences (6 gestures x 5 instances), 29 were recognized
correctly and one was not recognized. For the one that was not recognized, the probability ofeach HMM
generating it was below the threshold and was ignored. The HMM testing and training were done offline using
Matlab code. We are currently integrating the HMM recognizer with the rest of the system to make it recognize
gestures in real time.
4 Vision System on a Mobile Robot
Tracking people from a mobile robot is a much more challenging problem as the scene is much more dynamic
because of both motion of the camera and that of the user. We have used the methods described so far in this
paper on our robot shown in Figure 6. The images in Figure 1 are captured from the vision system that is being
used with the robot.
The vision system initializes by segmenting out skin-colored regions. By doing simple constraints, the
three blobs are labeled as hands and a face. When the user moves, the conditional dilation of color and motion
processes takes over and allows for accurate tracking, even in front of objects that may have similar color features
as human skin. When the robot starts moving, the vision system can still segment out moving skin color objects
in the case of simple background. As discussed earlier, the stereo system will aid in tracking of large motions.
We demonstrated an earlier version of this system at the AAAI-98 Robot Exhibition.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present our work on perception of people by a mobile robot. This is a significant step towards
building a personal robotic agent; an agent that is aware of the users, and interacts with the users by interpreting
gestures and speech. Towards this goal, we present techniques for reliable tracking of people in complex,
dynamic and changing environments. We have show that standard techniques for skin-color tracking, motion
detection and depth estimation are good for tracking people under specific conditions, however, are limited in
dynamic and changing environments. We present a method based on conditional dilation to allow for merging
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Figure 6:The robot mounted with a PTZ camera and the SRI stereo system.
of color, motion and depth measurements. We show the importance of this type of multiple process merging for
tracking people.
We show the validity of these methods by applying them to a robotic vision system. This system can track
a person under varying lighting conditions, with large camera and background movements and recognize static
gestures. These are important steps in our effort to make a robot that can be aware of the user and recognize the
user's gestures and activities.
For the future, we are interested in using other measurement processes and attempt to recognize gestures
from the robotic “eyes” as the robot and the user continuously move.
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